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Abstract— Cloud computing is a buzz word which means that accessing and storing of data and programs over the
Internet instead of your computer's hard drive. Security and privacy represent major concerns in the adoption of
cloud technologies for data storage. An approach to mitigate these concerns is the use of fine grained access control
encryption. But in this approach Data owners thus incur high communication and computation costs. To overcome
these problem data owner performs a coarse-grained broad cast encryption along with two layer process, whereas the
cloud performs a fine-grained encryption on top of the owner encrypted data. A challenging issue is how to
decompose access control policies (ACPs) such that the two layer encryption can be performed. To overcome these
problem proposed go a step further in the decentralization process in two layer broadcast encryption schema, by
removing the group manager initial setup of the group, as well as the addition of further members to the system, does
not require any central authority. Our construction makes black-box use of well-known primitives and can be
considered as an extension to the subset-cover framework. It allows for efficient concrete instantiations, with
parameter sizes that match those of the subset-cover constructions, while at the same time achieving the highest
security level in the standard model .It utilize an efficient decentralized group key management scheme that supports
expressive ACPs. Our system assures the confidentiality of the data and preserves the privacy of users from the cloud
while delegating most of the access control enforcement to the cloud.
Keywords— Delegation, privacy, access control, security, policy, Cloud Computing and decentralized Dynamic
Broadcast Encryption, Two layer encryption.
I. INTRODUCTION
In typical access control models, the set of access rights a user gets is predetermined. Predetermining a user’s access
rights is equivalent to anticipating possible usages of the system by that user. There are two ways to assign access rights.
First, a system administrator acts every time a user needs an access right. Secondly, a user gets the right from another
user who already possesses it. The latter approach is called delegation.
Delegation brings flexibility to access control models. Zhang et al. [1] identify three cases when delegation is
necessary. In the first, an individual is absent from their job and so, someone else should carry out the tasks. Secondly,
delegation is allowed to decentralize the authority. Having one system administrator who assigns access rights to all the
users in the system would decrease efficiency.
To study privacy preserving delegation, need an environment where data providers provide privacy policies for their
data. The policies would state who can use the data and how the data should be used. The access control models in such
environments control data accesses based on the privacy policies. These are known as privacy preserving access control
models. Several models have been proposed [2-3] in the literature. One of our contributions is to define a privacy model
that allows a data provider to set privacy policies for different organizations accessing their data.
Broadcast encryption is a scheme that allows a sender to send a cipher text to some designated groups whose
members of the group can decrypt it with his or her private key. However, nobody outside the group can decrypt the
message. The broadcast encryption can be divided into two categories from a relation of receivers. In the first category, a
sender can randomly designate several receivers. Users in this category may be no relation between each other. For the
second category, a sender can encrypt a message to a designated group in which each user in the group can use his
private key independently to decrypt the cipher text. Users can contact with other users in the group and all users in the
group are listening on a broadcast channel. Usually the first category has lots of advantages. It is more flexible than the
second category and sender can randomly designated a subset of receivers. However, these advantages make the first
category much more complicated. It is very difficult to make the scheme satisfy so many advantages while keep the
cipher text and keys constant size. For a network like a mobile ad hoc network, the complex in computation and the need
for large memory make it inefficient.
Recently proposed approaches based on broadcast key management schemes [4] address some of the above
limitations. Then refer to these approaches as single layer encryption (SLE) approaches, since, like previous approaches,
they require the data owner to enforce access control through encryption performed at the data owner. However, unlike
previous approaches, SLE assures the privacy of the users and supports fine-grained ACPs.
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To overcome the major problem of SLE proposes a new approach to address this shortcoming. The approach is based
on two layers of encryption applied to each data item uploaded to the cloud. Under this approach, referred to as two layer
encryption (TLE), the data owner performs a coarse grained encryption over the data in order to assure the confidentiality
of the data from the cloud. Then the cloud performs fine grained encryption over the encrypted data provided by the data
owner based on the ACPs provided by the data owner. But the two layer encryption schema the broadcast encryption
schema the centralized group manager is either involved once only, at the setup phase, in static schemes, or at any time a
new member wants to join the system, in dynamic schemes [5]. The latter dynamic situation is the most realistic, but
makes the group manager quite sensitive, for both security and availability. Our goal is to get rid of such a centralized
system.
The proposed privacy model is used in conjunction with the access control model to create privacy-aware access
rights i.e., the rights containing constraints that specify the valid use of data along with two layer dynamic decentralized
broadcast encryption schema, it does not requires any specific centralized authority every time to access or policy in the
cloud computing group key managements process. Data users assigned to these rights use data according to the
constraints. Based on these foundations, propose a delegation two layer dynamic decentralized model where access rights
to a data item can be delegated only if it is allowed by the data item’s privacy policies. Since the delegated rights contain
privacy constraints, the users who receive the rights are bound by the privacy constraints when they use the data. It also
investigate prohibiting certain delegation operations to maintain the access control model’s security.
II. EXISTING SYSTEM
The existing system, represents several encryption based access control policies over the data with encrypted group of
different symmetric key controls [13]. The keys are given only to the user data that which are accessible and links are
provided to reduce the number of keys need to distributed over the user have been implemented to utilize hierarchical
and other functions on the data items. By implementing these approach some disadvantages has been involved, the keys
issued to the user can be established by data owner through the private communication channel with the users. The cloud
data owner does not keeps the copy of the data when the user dynamic changes. The data owner process the download of
data, upload of data, decrypt and re-encrypt of data. These process can be applied to all cloud data items with the same
encrypted key. When the data set to be re-encrypted is large with this method. The identity attributes of the user are not
taken in account of privacy. The enforcement of all ACPs by the existing system encryption, the owner requires to ratify
and revoke the user initially and subsequently. By implementing these encryption scheme the activities performed at the
owner incurs high computational cost and communication.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In the proposed system, we implement the two layer encryption [6] scheme over the untrusted public cloud. The two
layer enforcement reduce the load over the owner and delegates the enforcement of access control over the cloud. The
system gives a better way for various updates, user location and modification of data, also includes an additional phase
when compared to the existing system. The decomposition and splitting of the data to store across the different clouds
and it is finally retrieved with the help of the keys provided by the provider to the users. The cryptographic technique
scheme used in the proposed system possess symmetric key for both secure encryption and decryption. The group key
management over the data owner and cloud service, the actual key are not provided to the user. But it distribute one or
more temporary keys that which allow to retrieve the actual symmetric key for the decryption of data from the public
cloud. We move to the decentralized dynamic broadcast scheme to store data over cloud with the dynamic changes of
access control mechanism rights, that the authorized user with the valid key only able encrypt and decrypt the data that
which stored in the untrusted cloud environment.
IV. TWO LAYER DECENTRALIZED DYNAMIC ENCRYPTION
The two layer encryption approach implements six phases over secure encrypt and decrypt of data. The approach
consists of four entities Data Owner, Authorized User, Identity Provider and Cloud.
A. Identity Token Providence: IdPs issue identity tokens to users based on the identity attribute over the trusted third
parties.
B. Policy Decomposition: The owner decompose each ACP into two sub ACPs such that the owner assure confidentiality
of data with the minimum number of attributes. The owner enforce the confidentiality related to the sub ACPs over the
owner and the remaining sub ACPs enforces the cloud.
C. Identity Token Registration: The user register their identity tokens to decrypt the data. User register those identity
tokens related to the owner’s sub ACPs and the remaining identity tokens are registered on the cloud in privacy
preserving manner. In this phase the owner keeps one set and another set is provided to the cloud. The two sets used to
prevent the cloud from the decrypting owner encrypted data.
D. Data Encryption and Uploading: The owner encrypts the data which based on the sub ACPs and uploads the data
along with the corresponding tuples to the cloud. The cloud encrypts the data again based on the sub ACPs. The keys at
the cloud takes secret issued to users and the sub ACPs given by the owner.
E. Data Downloading and Decryption: The download of encrypted data from cloud can be done by user and by using the
derived keys the data decryption is processed. The decryption of data can be done twice by the user.
The main security goal of an encryption scheme (or an encapsulation scheme) is the in distinguishability of a
challenge cipher text: at some point, the adversary thus gets a challenge
where H encapsulates either or
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for a target set S chosen by the adversary. It has to guess which key is actually encapsulated. Of course, there are the
natural restrictions, which are controlled granted the lists
and :

has not been asked to the decapsulation oracle for a user u in S.
 None of the users in S have been corrupted.

Figure 1 Two Layer Encryption
A dynamic broadcast[7] encapsulation scheme is
(security against adaptive corruption and chosencipher text attacks) if in the security game the advantage
of any t-time adversary
A creating at most the maximum group size ,
corrupting at most
of them and asking for at most
decapsulation keys , is bounded by . Dynamic S-Subgroup Key Exchange Protocol: For a collection
of
subsets of the user set, where for any N,
, a dynamic S-subgroup key exchange protocol SKE is a tuple of
three algorithms and interactive protocols:
Setup
: It taking the security parameter
, the maximum group size , and the number of attribute
conditions
as input, initializes the system. It invokes DBE:Setup
and ACV-DBGKM::Setup
algorithms.
The secret generation algorithm gives a Usrj ,
a set of secrets for each commitment
. It invokes DBE::GetSecGen algorithms. After the protocol run, it returns the public encryption
key
and a list Reg of the registered users with additional public information. Each user
eventually gets
a secret decryption key
.
KeyGen(ACP): The key generation algorithm takes the access control policy ACP as the input and outputs a symmetric
key K, a set of public information tuples PI and an access tree T . It invokes
and
algorithms.
Usrj (
is an interactive protocol run between a user v and the set of
users Usrj, described in Reg. Each user takes as input his secret key and/or some random coins, the list Reg, and the
encryption key . After the protocol, Reg and are updated, and each user (including v) has a secret decryption key.
A subgroup key exchange schema is said to be
secure if in the security .The advantage
of any time adversary creating most N group size of users testing mode
key is
bounded by
A decentralized dynamic broadcast encapsulation scheme is a tuple of five algorithms
Setup
1. Run
2. Run
3. Publish
1.
2.
3.
4.

1.

for some integer n :
) to get Reg; Each user
for all subsets S he belongs to according to

Run
) gets as output of the protocol the
proto-keys
The decryption key
consists of all these
.
He computes
where we use the PRG to generate from the
proto-key the random coins of the key generation algorithm;
All the encryption keys
are published as ;
The decryption keys
can be either stored in dku for users
or deleted since they can b
Recomputed;
Usrj (
Run
Usrj (
to get the new Reg;
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2. Each user u does as above to compute
and
. Note that granted the splitting properties, only
,
and thus
, for S that contain v are affected.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

From the target set S, generate the partition
Generate a session key
and a MAC key
For each subset
, generate
Compute
Output
and

1.

If

2.
3.
4.

Extract

then there is a unique i such that

In case of validity output

with
;

and then

allows to derive

otherwise output

The tree-based methods are special cases in the subset-cover framework, where the users are organized as leaves in a
binary tree, and the subsets can be described in terms of subtrees of this tree.
Complete sub tree: First review the static complete subtree (CS) (T) for cloud users {
.For simplicity
assume that
but the description can be to generalized to any N Cloud user group size .All the users are leaves of
the tree and can be seen as singletons
for
then for
,
which
contains all the leaves below for each cloud user with the index i .
Subset difference: The subset difference (SD) methods uses subsets
where
are defined as in the CS
methods and
is the subtree of
.All the set
from CS tree are also contained in the SD method because
included as a special set.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section first present experimental results concerning the policy decomposition algorithms. Then present an
experimental comparison between the TLE and TLE Dynamic broadcast encryption approaches. Utilized the AB-GKM
scheme with the subset cover optimization. Then used the complete subset algorithm introduced by Naor et. al. as the
subset cover.
Figure 2 shows the size of the attribute condition cover, that is, the number of attribute conditions the data owner
enforces, for systems having 100 attribute conditions as the number of attribute conditions per policy is increased. In all
experiments, the Dynamic Subset-Cover algorithm performs better than greedy search cover algorithm, as the number of
attribute conditions per policy increases; the size of the attribute condition cover also increases.
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Figure 3 reports the average time spent to execute the AB-GKM::
broadcast encryption approaches for different group sizes. Then set the number of attribute conditions to 1000 and the
maximum number of attribute conditions per policy to 5. Then utilize the greedy algorithm to find the attribute condition
cover. As seen in the diagram, the running time at the Owner in the SLE approach is higher since the Owner has to
enforce all the attribute conditions. Since the TLE approach divides the enforcement cost between the Owners, the
running time at the Owner is lower compared to the SLE approach. The running time at the TLE Dynamic broadcast
encryption approach is higher than that at the Owner since the TLE, SLE fine grained encryption whereas the Owner
only performs coarse grained encryption.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Current approaches to enforce ACPs on outsourced data using selective encryption require organizations to manage
all keys and encryptions and upload the encrypted data to the remote storage. Such approaches incur high communication
and computation cost to manage keys and encryptions whenever user credentials or organizational authorization
policies/data change. In this paper, we proposed a two layer dynamic broadcast encryption based approach to solve this
problem .The decentralized dynamic broadcast encryption and subgroup key exchange, a building block use in our
construction that may be of independent interest by delegating as much of the access control enforcement responsibilities
as possible to the Cloud while minimizing the information exposure risks due to colluding Usrs and Cloud. A key
problem in this regard is how to decompose ACPs so that the Owner has to handle a minimum number of attribute
conditions while hiding the content from the Cloud. As future work, plan to investigate the alternative choices for the
TLE approach further. It also plans to further reduce the computational cost by exploiting partial relationships among
ACPs.
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